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Place : M. V. in Mauthausen-Austria in our hotel in the morning. 

Present:Cyril, Charles, Kathy and Victor. 

Received by Kathy. 

 

Visitors: ADAMSON, first born son of Adam and Eve in the First Garden of Eden.  

                MALVANTRA MELCHIZEDEK 

 

Adamson spoke after 51min  Total time meditation: 60min. 

 

 Mauthausen concentration camp. 

Mauthausen. It is in one of 

the barracks on the left where there was still old furniture of the prisoners that we were 

able to sit down to put us in meditation. There was a small fence to prevent the public 

from passing and touching the furniture but we jumped over it and didn’t care. 

 

Adamson: I congratulate you, my friends, for the work you did yesterday 

in these three locations: Ingolstadt, Dachau, and Mauthausen. 

Fortunately, you have been able to do all three places the same day. 

 

As you felt, the resistance in Mauthausen was terrible. They have not 

skimped on all forms of attack they could do to you but you held on. You 



found everywhere the exact locations where you needed to be and you 

followed our indications. 

 

The meditation of today lasted so long because we had to improve and 

rectify your 'protection grid' against this dark network. This is why we 

need more time before we can communicate with you during your regular 

meditations; but all went well. 

 

Everyone is still working hard in Mauthausen to liberate all those souls 

that have been overwhelmed, paralyzed by fear of death, as well as all 

these fallen angels and other life forms created by Lucifer and Caligastia 

located there in mass to help maintaining the human souls in fear and 

confusion. We are still cleaning; compare this to an immense wound that 

is terribly infected. This requires delicate surgery to not touch vital places 

to avoid to harm too much so that each human soul, each celestial and 

other life forms could have its chance. 

 

We will do a session at Carnac (France) with the others after your return 

from Russia and then we will be able to give you more details of the 

results of what has been done in Mauthausen. We can confirm that there 

are more than a million human souls released in Dachau. They were not 

all of World War II but many remained locked up there. When we are 

talking about a million souls we are also talking about other life forms and 

some celestials that remained there to keep everyone locked in this 

egregor. 

 

We don‟t know the exact number in Mauthausen because we are still busy. 

It is very difficult to describe what happened there and what we found. 

Their strength is broken in the region. They will still try to make an effort 

at the Solovky Islands, but this will be less. This (local) circuit is emptying 

slowly. 

 



You've all been very courageous and we appreciate that you have 

meditated long enough to allow us to pass through this node in this dark 

energy grid with our "Light network created by the Melchizedeks". 

 

Ingolstadt was easy, Dachau relatively easy but in Mauthausen we had a 

hard time to traverse the node. We increased the power and you have all 

held on which was the reason why you were so tired. You received more 

energy during this meditation to allow you to continue your journey. 

 

All your friends who have the opportunity to join you during your journey 

France-Spain, regardless the part they want to do with you, are all 

welcome. Especially for the creation of the „second Memorial‟ on behalf of 

the Trinity of Paradise and in honor of the Universal Father to demonstrate 

His Victory over the Rebellion. 

 

Nothing will be changed on your France-Spain route. We will leave things 

as they were told and your return trip will go very well. 

 

Malvantra: you have indeed been very brave. Your job in Germany is 

finished. You arrived just in time because they were highly grouped to 

defend themselves to prevent us from penetrating the node in their dark 

energy grid with our “Melchizedek Light anchor”. Thank you for having 

listened to us and have driven so fast to get there in time. 

 

My children I wish you „bon voyage‟ and we shall speak again when you 

are back in France. Goodbye and „bon voyage‟. 

 

END. 

 

{Note Kathy February 2014 : We were with two cars when we left Dachau and 

the one who was driving first had a device to detect speed cameras and a walkie-

talkie on batteries to notify us when we could pass safely a truck and when he 



saw police. We drove like crazy in full rush hour on roads and highways. We had 

to be on time. We arrived at Mauthausen at 4:30pm and closing time was at 

5:30pm. 

We had to find the exact location as quickly as possible. We ended up finding it 

and when we started our meditation on the chairs suddenly a siren howled, then 

we heard people walking around us. One of us opened his eyes... but there was 

nobody there. I felt the Melchizedeks were unable to pass... then they increased 

the power and suddenly they were able to get through...       it was all black and 

I saw plenty little eyes in this black hole....... then nothing anymore .  It was 

finished and Malvantra asked us to leave immediately......... to not hinder their 

job. We were relieved…... we were really not at ease. Victor and I left the next 

day for Munich to take a flight to the Solovky Islands and the other two returned 

home. } 
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